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Data Protection & Privacy Policy 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
The Data Protection Act (the “Act”) regulates the way in which information about living individuals (referred to as 

‘Data Subjects’) is collected, stored or transferred. Compliance with the Act is important because a failure to adhere 
to its terms will potentially expose Longside Parish Church, or indeed, in exceptional circumstances, office bearers 
as charity trustees and employees to complaints, large fines and/or bad publicity.  It will also impact upon the 
Presbytery who have the role of being the “data controller” for the congregation. 
 
This policy sets out what office bearers and employees must do when any personal data belonging to or provided by 
“Data Subjects” is collected, stored or transmitted onwards; it also seeks to provide general guidance in what is a 

very technical area of the law. 
 
The Kirk Session requires all its office bearers and employees to comply with the Act and this policy (both as may 
be amended from time to time) when handling any Personal Data. A serious or persistent failure to do so may be 
regarded as misconduct and may be dealt with in accordance with Church of Scotland Law (Act 1, 2010) in the case 
of office bearers and in the case of employees in terms of the disciplinary policy applicable to them. If asked to do 
so, office bearers and employees must therefore attend training on Data Protection issues.  
 
Any office bearer or employee who considers that this policy has not been followed in any instance should contact 
the Session Clerk. 
  
 
2. Data Protection General Responsibilities 
 
Notification to the Information Commissioner 
 
It is necessary to notify the Information Commissioner on an annual basis as to the Church bodies that are processing 
personal data. Although there are some exemptions, where data is being processed for pastoral reasons or where 
CCTV has been installed, notification is always required.  This notification for our Congregation is made under the 
umbrella registration of the Presbytery of Buchan as the ‘Data Controller’. The Presbytery’s entry can be viewed at 

www.ico.org.uk. 
 
The Session Clerk should be advised in writing of any plans to process data of classes or purposes not covered in the 
registered entry or of any amendments required to it as early as possible. He/she in turn will pass this information to 
the Presbytery Clerk.  A failure to do so, or to knowingly process data other than in accordance with the registered 
entry, may constitute an offence under the Act.  
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Data Processing: The 8 Data Protection Principles   
 
The Data Protection Act imposes a requirement to process Personal Data in accordance with certain Principles.  These 
require that all Personal Data must:  
 

1. Be processed fairly and lawfully; 
2. Be obtained for specific and lawful purposes;  
3. Be kept accurate and up to date; 
4. Be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose for which it is used;  
5. Not be kept for longer than is necessary for the purpose for which it is used; 
6. Be processed in accordance with the rights of Data Subjects; 
7. Be kept secure to prevent unauthorised processing and accidental loss, damage or destruction; and  
8. Not be transferred to any country outside the EEA (unless an exception applies)  

 
Personal Data: Definition  
 
Personal Data is data which relates to a living individual who can be identified from that data or from that data and 
other information which is in the possession of or is likely to come into the possession of the Data Controller which 
is in electronic form or held manually in a relevant filing system. 
 
This definition also includes any expression of opinion about the individual Data Subject and any indication of the 
intentions of the Data Controller or any other person in respect of the Data Subject.  
 
Personal Data may either be held electronically or in paper records. 
 
Data Subject: Definition 
 
Data subject means an individual who is the subject of personal data. In other words, the data subject is the individual 
whom particular personal data is about. The Act does not count as a data subject an individual who has died or who 
cannot be identified or distinguished from others. 
 
Sensitive Personal Data: Definition 
 
Sensitive Personal Data is Personal Data about an individual’s racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious 
beliefs, trade union membership, physical or mental health, details of the commission or alleged commission of any 
offence and any court proceedings relating to the commission of an offence. 
 
Sensitive Personal Data can only be processed under strict conditions including the express permission of the person 
concerned, unless a specific exemption applies. As a result, generally, if sensitive Personal Data is collected, 
appropriate steps will need to be taken to ensure that explicit consent from the person concerned has been given to 
hold, use and retain this information. 
 
A significant amount of Personal Data held by a Church of Scotland congregation will be Sensitive Personal Data as 
it could be indicative of a person’s religious beliefs. Office bearers and employees are therefore urged to be extra 
vigilant when dealing with any Personal Data.   
 
Transfer of Personal Data outside European Economic Area (“EEA”) 
 
Given the links that the Church of Scotland maintains with other countries around the world, some Personal Data 
may fall into this category. Therefore, prior to transferring data outside the EEA or giving anyone outside the EEA 
access to personal data you must contact the Session Clerk who will check the position with the Law Department of 
the Church of Scotland, if required.  
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Type of Personal Data  
 
The type of data processed by the Congregation, its office bearers and employees is likely to fall into one of the 
following categories:  
 

 Personal Data about office bearers, members and parishioners as Data Subjects; or  
 

 Personal Data relating to employees as Data Subjects. 
 
 
3. Personal Data about Members and Trustees 
 
When an individual provides their contact details which it is intended be recorded for future use in connection with 
the work of the congregation, we must hold, process and use that Data Subject’s Personal Data in accordance with 

this policy and the 8 Data Protection Principles. In order to put the principles into practice the office bearer concerned 
must also be aware of the type of information which is being collected, held or processed and therefore take into 
account the definitions of Personal Data and Sensitive Personal Data above. 
 
Data must be obtained for a specific use and be kept accurate and up to date 
 
People must be informed that we hold their Personal Data, why we hold it and what we will use it for. Where possible, 
when obtaining new contact information or other Personal Data or communicating with a contact for the first time, 
the relevant office bearer should:  
 

 Refer them to our Privacy Policy which can be found at Appendix 2 of this document. Copies should also 
be posted on the Church Notice Board. 
 

 If this is not possible, the next communication to the Data Subject concerned should include a paragraph in 
relation to contact details. Suggested wording is set out at Appendix 1; and 

 
 A check should be made to see if the Congregation’s database already holds that person’s details and, if so, 

whether these are up to date.   As appropriate, the details should then be recorded/updated and the Data 
Subject advised that their details are recorded for the Congregation’s use.  If the use is not going to be for 

the purposes given in the Privacy Policy, the office bearer should explain what the use is likely to be. If in 
doubt about the use of the Personal Data this should be discussed with the Session Clerk who may check the 
position with the Church of Scotland Law Department, if required.  

 
Data must be held for no longer than necessary 
 
Office-bearers will be provided periodically with congregational lists by the Roll Keeper but office-bearers must 
monitor their own individual contact lists and update and remove details where appropriate. If the responsible party 
notices that the congregational list is out of date or in error, he/she should ensure that this is updated immediately.  
 
If a Data Subject specifies that they do not wish a particular form of contact to be used, or indeed that there is to be 
no contact with them at all, then the instruction must be complied with at once and all databases updated. 
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Disclosures 
 
Personal Data must only be disclosed to those organisations and individuals who the Data Subject has consented may 
receive his or her data, or to organisations that have a legal right to receive the data without consent being given.  
Care must therefore be taken to ensure that Personal Data such as the names, addresses and telephone numbers of 
members are not disclosed either over the phone or in writing to non-Church personnel without such consent being 
in place.  Care should be taken with records such as the Baptismal Register so that only the entry relating to the 
person concerned is exhibited to him/her and not also those of others who may still be alive. 
 
Data Security and Handling 
 
 

1. Electronic data must be protected by standard password procedures.  
 
2. Personal data stored in manual form e.g. in files should be held where it is not readily accessible to those 

who do not have a legitimate reason to see it and (especially for sensitive personal data) should be in 
lockable storage, where appropriate; 
 

3. All ordered manual files and databases should be kept up to date. Data no longer required must be regularly 
purged; 
 

4. Manual files or records which are no longer in use should be either destroyed or returned to the Session Clerk 
for secure archiving. 
 

5. Longside Parish Church policy is to retain financial records which may include personal details for not more 
than ten years. 
 

6. The Congregational Roll will be printed once a year, attested and then held securely as part of the Church 
historical records.  

 
7. If data is to be transferred through memory sticks, CD-ROMs or similar electronic formats then the secure 

handling of these devices must be ensured. No such device should be sent through the open post – a secure 
courier service must always be used. The recipient should be clearly stated. If data is sent via a courier the 
intended recipient must be made aware when to expect the data. The recipient must confirm safe receipt as 
soon as the data arrives. The sender is responsible for ensuring that the confirmation is received, and 
liaising with the courier service if there is any delay in the receipt of the data. Once the data is transferred 
from a portable memory device onto a computer, the portable memory device must be securely wiped clean 
of data or destroyed. 

 
8. Laptops and portable electronic storage devices and media should have appropriate security and 

encryption. 
 

9. Personal data must not be transmitted to an office bearer’s home personal computer without appropriate 
assurances from him/her that the foregoing safeguards will be put in place. 
 

10. Personal data must not be transmitted to email addresses which are easily accessible by other than the 
intended recipient. This would normally preclude the use of email addresses shared by the recipient and 
his/her partner. 
 

11. Any office-bearer who is required to handle data in either electronic or manual form must certify that 
he/she can and will comply with these security requirements. A pro-forma certificate to this effect can be 
found at Appendix 3 
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Action to be taken if data goes missing 
 
The Session Clerk must be informed immediately if any confidential or sensitive data goes missing. The Session 
Clerk must in turn inform the Presbytery Clerk as Data Protection Compliance Officer. An immediate investigation 
will be launched by the Kirk Session.  Depending on the circumstances, consideration will also be given to making 
a report to the Information Commissioner. 
 
 
Negligent transfer of data 
 
If an office bearer or employee has been negligent in transferring sensitive and confidential personal data this will 
be conduct which may result in disciplinary action having to be taken and indeed, in the case of an employee, could 
be considered to be gross misconduct which could result in summary dismissal. This is particularly likely to be the 
outcome if: 
 

 The employee did not encrypt (or store in an encrypted format), compress and password protect the data; 
 The employee transferred the data in manual form without using secure means to do so or  
 The employee transferred the data without seeking the appropriate approvals 

 
Subject Access 
 
Upon receipt of a written request from a data subject to see any personal data held which relates to them, contact 
should be made immediately with the Session Clerk who will in turn notify the Presbytery Clerk who will make 
arrangements for a response to be made within the statutory 40 day deadline.  
 
 
Data Held by Longside Church 
 

Data Detail of data held Controlled by 
Congregational Roll Names and contact details of all members Roll Keeper 
FWO & Gift Aid data Names, contact details and donation records of members 

who donate by FWO envelope, Standing order or other 
identifiable means for the purpose of processing Gift Aid 
Claims and analysing donation trends 

Givings 
Secretary 

Church organisations 
such as Girls & Boys 
Brigade members list 

Member lists, contact details and pertinent medical 
information 

Organisation 
Lead Official 

Protecting Vulnerable 
Groups (PVG) Scheme 
data 

Details of officials and members who are required to be 
screened under the PVG scheme 

PVG  
Co-ordinator 

Baptism Register Names of persons baptised in the Church Minister 
 
  
4. Personal Data about Employees  
 
Good employment practice dictates that, the Kirk Session as an employer, will need to keep information for purposes 
connected with an employee’s employment during employment and for as long a period as is necessary following 

the termination of that employment.  
 
The data recorded may include: 
 

 information gathered about an employee and any references obtained during recruitment; 
 details of terms of employment; 
 salary and payroll information, tax, National Insurance information and pension details; 
 appraisal information and performance management; 
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 details of grade and job duties and promotion/career development; 
 health records;  
 absence records, including holiday records and self-certification forms; 
 details of any disciplinary investigations, warnings and proceedings and grievances; 
 training and development records; 
 contact names and addresses and next of kin information; 
 all core and flexible benefits; 
 correspondence with the Church as Employer and other information provided to the Employer. 

 
The Kirk Session values the privacy of its staff and is aware of the responsibilities under the Act. The Kirk Session 
shall therefore process any personal information relating to staff fairly and lawfully and shall endeavour to comply 
with the Information Commissioner’s code of practice on the use of Personal Data in employer/employee 
relationships.   
  
The information held will be for the Kirk Session’s management and administrative use only, but from time to time, 
the Kirk Session may need to disclose some information held about employees to relevant third parties or to another 
Organisation, solely for purposes connected with an employee’s career or the management of the organisation.   
 
Any personal data which is recorded or used in any way whether it is held on paper, computer or other media will 
have appropriate safeguards applied to it to ensure that it is in compliance with the Act. 
 
The Kirk Session will make every effort to ensure that the information held is accurate and kept up to date but it is 
the responsibility of each individual employee to notify the Session Clerk of any changes. In the absence of evidence 
to the contrary, it will be assumed that the information is up to date. 
 
 
5. Further information 
 
Office bearers and employees who wish further information about data protection should go to the Church of 
Scotland website and navigate to Resources / Subjects / Law Department Circulars. 
 
Specific queries should be raised with the Session Clerk who, if appropriate, will take advice from the Law 
Department. 
 
 
6. Review 
 
The Kirk Session will review this policy on an on-going basis to ensure its continuing relevance and effectiveness in 
the light of any legislative or other developments.  Any substantive changes will only be introduced after appropriate 
intimation has been given to all concerned. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Example Letter sent to parishioners to determine accuracy of held data 

    

Longside Parish Church of 

Scotland  
  

  

 

 

«Title» «Forenames» «Surname»  

«AddressBlock»          D«District»  
   

  
 
  
  
 Dear «Title» «Surname»,  
  
The Church has recently introduced a new Data Protection and Privacy policy. This policy requires 
the Church to ensure that information held about its congregation is accurate and up to date.  
  
The name and address currently held for you is as shown above. Your telephone number is listed as 
<<Tel. number>>  
  
The Church has on record a Gift Aid declaration signed by you. If you are no longer a tax payer, 
please let me know when you ceased being a tax payer as the Church will no longer be able to 
reclaim tax paid on your donations.  
  
If any of the above information is incorrect, please either make the correction on this letter and return 
it to me or contact me by phone or email (details above).  
  
The new Data Protection and Privacy policy is available to read in full on the Church website and an 
extract relating to how personal information is handled is posted on the Church and Church hall 
notice boards. Some notes are also included with this letter.  
  
If you require any further information or clarification, please do not hesitate to contact me.  
  
Yours sincerely,  
 

 

Roll Keeper.  
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Notes included with above letter;- 

 
 
Longside Parish Church is committed to protecting your privacy and safeguarding your personal data. We are 
registered with the Information Commissioner through the umbrella registration of Buchan Presbytery and strive to 
comply fully with data protection law.  
 
The attached letter details the specific name and contact information and your Gift Aid status 

 
Please do advise us immediately if it is incorrect, if the details change in the future, or you object to your details 
being held by the Church. 
 
The Church also maintains records of donations by Bankers Standing Order, Freewill Offering Envelopes and other 
means. Identifiable information relating to donations is only accessible by the Treasurer and the Givings Secretary. 
It may also retain notes relevant to the maintenance and management of the Congregational Roll and Elders’ District 

Lists. 
 

The Church may use this information: 

 in connection with membership records, for pastoral care purposes or in relation to your participation in our 
activities; 

 in order to fulfil individual employment contracts with our employees (e.g. personnel administration) or for 
agreements with volunteers; 

 in order to communicate with you (e.g. by letter, email or telephone) for example to provide information 
relating to our work or new developments; 

 in order to further our charitable aims, e.g. such as for fundraising activities; 
 for internal administration, such as for accounting purposes, or for analyzing how we may better advance the 

Kingdom of God.  

A copy of our Data Protection and Privacy Policy is available on the Church Website.  
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Appendix 2  
 

Privacy Policy 

This Privacy Policy covers the way in which the congregation of Longside Parish Church will use and disclose 
personal information that members, employees, volunteers, donors and other associates may provide us with. 

Personal information includes any information that identifies you personally, such as your name, address, email 
address or telephone number. 

The congregation recognises the importance of your privacy and personal information and we have therefore outlined 
below how the congregation collects, uses, discloses, and protects this information. We are registered with the 
Information Commissioner through the umbrella registration of Buchan Presbytery and strive to comply fully with 
data protection law. 

A full copy of our Data Protection & Privacy Policy can be found on the Church website. This notice describes the 
key facts regarding the handling of parishioners data. 

 

How We Collect Information 

The congregation receives and stores personal information provided by members, employees, volunteers, donors and 
other associates. This information can be supplied to us: 

  in writing or via email, by telephone conversation (e.g. when an individual is becoming a member); or  
  by otherwise associating with the congregation or its organisations, (e.g. by enquiring about our work, 

activities, employment and volunteering opportunities); or  
 when donating money to the congregation or its organisations. 

We may also receive information about you from third parties. 

Photographs may be taken at Church events and may be used for publicity and promotional purposes. Anyone who 
objects to being included in any photos should inform the person taking the photographs. 

How We Use Information 

We may use the information we collect: 

 in connection with membership records, for pastoral care purposes or in relation to your participation in our 
activities; 

 in order to fulfil individual employment contracts with our employees (e.g. personnel administration) or for 
agreements with volunteers; 

 in order to communicate with you (e.g. by letter, email or telephone) for example to provide information 
relating to our work or new developments; 

 in order to further our charitable aims, e.g. such as for fundraising activities; 
 for internal administration, such as for accounting purposes, or for analysing how we may better advance the 

Kingdom of God.  
 Identifiable information relating to donations is only accessible by the Treasurer and the Givings Secretary 

If CCTV is in place we have this for the prevention and detection of crime.  
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Appendix 2 (continued) 

 

Disclosure of Information 

The congregation may require to share personal information held for a number of reasons including to provide 
pastoral or other assistance, process donations or carry out any other contractual obligations. This data may be 
disclosed to: 

 the relevant Presbytery; 
 other bodies within the Church of Scotland;    
 relevant agents and third parties;  
 employees and/or volunteers including the charity trustees/ office bearers. 

The congregation does not permit these parties to use such information for any other purpose than the foregoing. 

The congregation may also need to disclose your information if required to do so by law. 

Your Consent 

By providing us with your personal data, including sensitive personal data such as on your health, you consent to the 
collection and use of any information you provide in accordance with the above purposes and this privacy statement. 

Storage and Security of Personal Information 

The congregation via its office bearers and employees will use all reasonable endeavors to ensure that personal 
information is held in a secure and confidential environment and when the information is no longer needed it will be 
destroyed or permanently rendered anonymous. 

You may request details of personal information which we hold about you under the Data Protection Act. If you 
would like a copy of the information held on you, please contact the Session Clerk 

If you believe that any information we are holding on you is incorrect or incomplete, please contact your Elder, the 
Session Clerk or the Minister.  Any information found to be incorrect will be corrected as quickly as possible. 
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Appendix 3 
 

Office-Bearer Certificate of Security Compliance 

Dear                                                    [Insert office-bearers name] 

Your appointment as                                             [Insert appointment title] necessitates you having access to 
congregational data which requires to be controlled in accordance with the Data Protection Act. Longside Parish 
Church has a Data Protection Policy which includes rules on how data is stored and handled. The main requirements 
include;- 

1. Electronic data must be protected by standard password procedures.  
 
2. Personal data stored in manual form e.g. in files should be held where it is not readily accessible to those 

who do not have a legitimate reason to see it and (especially for sensitive personal data) should be in 
lockable storage, where appropriate; 
 

3. All ordered manual files and databases should be kept up to date. Data no longer required must be regularly 
purged; 
 

4. Manually kept files or records which are no longer in use should be either destroyed or returned to the 
Session Clerk for secure archiving. 
 

5. Electronic data which is no longer in use must be destroyed. If appropriate, a hard copy should be made 
first which should then be returned to the Session Clerk for secure archiving. 

 
6. If data is to be transferred through memory sticks, CD-ROMs or similar electronic formats then the secure 

handling of these devices must be ensured. No such device should be sent through the open post – a secure 
courier service must always be used. The recipient should be clearly stated. If data is sent via a courier the 
intended recipient must be made aware when to expect the data. The recipient must confirm safe receipt as 
soon as the data arrives. The sender is responsible for ensuring that the confirmation is received, and 
liaising with the courier service if there is any delay in the receipt of the data. Once the data is transferred 
from a portable memory device onto a computer, the portable memory device must be securely wiped clean 
of data or destroyed. 

 
7. Laptops and USB drives should have appropriate security and ‘encryption’. 

 
8. Personal data must not be transmitted to an office bearer’s home Personal Computer without appropriate 

assurances from him/her that the foregoing safeguards will be put in place. 
 

9. Personal data must not be transmitted to email addresses which are easily accessible by other than the 
intended recipient. This would normally preclude the use of email addresses shared by the recipient and 
his/her partner. 
 

10. The Session Clerk must be informed immediately if any confidential or sensitive data goes missing or you 
become aware of any breach of this Policy or its requirements. 
 

By signing this certificate, you declare you have read and understood the policy and will comply with its 
requirements. You also consent to your contact details being published in the Church Magazine and elsewhere for 
the purpose of administration and management of the various activities run by the Church (Delete if not 
applicable). 
 
 
Signed………………………………….Name……………………………………….Date…………………. 
 
 
A signed copy of this certificate should be returned to the Session Clerk. 


